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his catalogue, and gives the identical habitat where Dr. Hodges found

it, and where I have annually for many years observed it growing.

Belfast, Aug. 13, 1842. Francis Whitla.

On a new species of Lagomys inhabiting Nepal. By B. H. Hodgson,

Esq., Resident at the Court of Nepal*.

Two fine specimens, male and female, lately received from Go-

sainthan, enable me to add the genus Lagomys to the Catalogue of

Nepalese Mammals ; and it may be remarked as characteristic of the

enormous and sudden inequalities of elevation proper to this king-
dom, that the tropical genus Rhizomys, and the arctic genus Lagomys,
have been taken within forty miles of each other.

The specimens of the latter genus just procured by me were shot

by my hunters on the margin of the sacred lake whence the Trisal

Ganga River issues, and close to the verge of perpetual congelation.
There were but a pair, of which both were obtained, as they moved
about in the vicinity of the small natural cavity or rocky fissure that

formed their abode. Their stomachs were full of fresh vegetable
matter, like the contents of a hare's belly ; nor was there near their

abode any evidence of the hoarding propensities of the genus, or of

a habit of digging for food. The height of the summer being the

season at which the animals were taken, may explain the former cir-

cumstance however, but not the latter ; and though it is said that these

rat-hares dig for their food occasionally, I fancy this must be a mistake.

My species appears to be nearly allied to Roylii, and possibly may
be identical, but I think not. The male of the pair is seven inches

long from snout to vent, and the female half an inch less. The ge-
neral appearance of the species is that of a guinea-pig, but the na-

tives of India, who know no such animal, liken it to a rat
; and as

its Leporine teeth and soles (of the feet) are not obtrusive signs, the

association of it to the Murine race seems natural enough. Its ge-
neral likeness, for instance, to the Rhizomys, or bamboo rat, is very
noticeable, particularly as the latter is apt to hide its tail. But a

nice observer will at once mark the greater superior massiveness of

the head in Rhizomys, together with the smaller eyes and ears, and
will not be slow to refer these peculiarities to the highly fossorial

habits of that genus.
Our present subject, which we shall name provisionally

"
Nepa-

lensis," has a moderate hare-like head, but ears quite similar to those

of the common rat, with the exception of that small internal process
near the conch, which seems proper to the Lagomides. The ear is

rather less than half the length of the head, is truncated, rounded,
and nearly nude, except on the anterior and incurved edge of the

helix, where very short hairs are pretty closely set. The upper and
outer pair of front teeth have a very deep longitudinal groove, so as

to look like four instead of two
; but neither these nor the inferior

pair are at all remarkable for size or strength, offering in this respect

* This and the following notice are taken from the Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, No. 35.
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a strong contrast to Rhizomys. The inner pair of upper teeth are

palpable, but minute. The whiskers are long and firm, reaching to

the shoulders; the lips and the muzzle entirely furred; the eyes
medial

; the body full and cylindric ; no vestige of tail ; the limbs

short, but fine, and of nearly equal length and strength before and
behind

; pentadactylous before, tetradactylous behind ; the nails

acute ; the soles fully clad, except the termino- digital balls, and a

tiny carpal pad placed a little behind the elevated thumb. The last-

named are the sole parts of the whole body which are denuded of

fur. The fur of the animal is Leporine in the general character, but
softer and more silky. It is of one sort, about an inch long, and of

uniform structure throughout each pile, or hardly perceptible, harsher
in its apical portion. On the head and limbs the fur is shorter, more

adpressed, and less silky. The general colour internally is blue-

black, but externally is deep bay from the snout to the mid- body,
and black freckled with paler rufous thence to the vent. Below
the chin and belly are pale bay, and the limbs are the same. There
is a pale spot, or tuft rather, at the outer base of each ear, and the

mustachio is half dark and half light.
The following specific character may, for the present, indicate the

animal :
—

Lag. Ncp. with broad, rounded, nudish ears, nearly half the length
of the head ; soles nude on the termino- digital balls only, and soft

equable fur, which is dark bay from the snout to waist, and ru-

fescently freckled black thence to the vent
; below and the limbs

paler bay ; snout to vent 7 inches ; head 2
; ears | ; palm (with

nail) j ; planta (with nail) 1 £ ; female similar, smaller, 6~ from
snout to vent. Habitat, Himalaya of Nepal.

Notice of a new form of the Glaucopinse, or Rasorial Crows, inhabit-

ing the Northern region of Nepal. By B. H. Hodgson, Esq.

Amongst the very numerous forms* presented by the 850 species
of birds already known to me as inhabitants of Nepal, there is one
which I believe to be still new to science, and to belong to a group,
of the occurrence of which, either in these mountains or in the plains
at their base, I know of no other instance, save that of the ubiquitous

tree-magpies.
The group alluded to is the Glaucopin, or finch-billed crows of

Swainson
; and the single species I am acquainted with tenants ex-

clusively the immediate neighbourhood of the perpetual snows.
In the lower and central regions our bird appears to be represented

* One of the most remarkable of these is the Cochoa of Nepal, and which
was characterized by me under that name in the Journal for June 1836.
The expert naturalist would immediately perceive what my inexperience
then noted not, viz. that this is a typical ampeline form, requiring to be

placed between Ampelk and Casmarhynchus, though Swainson asserts that

the group is exclusively American.
To this genus we have since given the classic name of Prosorinia. In

the same number of the Journal is the description of another rarity, first

discovered and described therein, and which Swainson has since called Nye-
tiornis. It is our Bucia, hodie Napophilus, a forest-haunting bee-eater.

Mr. Swainson's name must merge in ours.
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by the Timalite and Crateropi, to both of which, and especially to the

former, it bears in much of its structure the same close resemblance

that it does also in its manners ; for all these birds alike have lax

feeble plumage, short rounded wings, longish, broad, frail, subgra-
dated tails, and very large, yet not typically, terrestrial feet, though
the habits are essentially terrene and rasorial. But whereas the

TimalicB and Crateropi have a more or less meruline bill, slender, and

provided with membraned and open nares, the present birds, which
we shall denominate generically Conostoma, have the massive bill and

simple concealed nares of the magpies. The bill of the Crypsirinte
vel Dendrocittae, or tree-magpies in particular, has much resemblance

to that of the Conostomce, owing to the clear arcuation of its whole

commissure, and to the perfect entireness of its tip. There are dif-

ferences, however, between the two even in the bills, inasmuch as

that of Conostoma is more compressed, with sides less tumid yet
broader ridges ; while in Crypsirinte the other members, such as the

long gradated tail, short tarsi, and considerably pointed wings, indi-

cate habits less terrestrial than those of our bird. Conostoma is

clearly a typical example of the Glaucopince of Swainson, and its na-

tural position would seem to be between Glaucopis and CrypsirineB.
In manners the present species is a shy forester, adhering to the

wilds, and tenanting the skirts of forests wr here brush-wood as well

as trees abound. Five or six birds are usually found together, chat-

tering, hopping and scraping on the ground, and resorting to the

trees and shrubs chiefly for shelter. Their food is principally insects

of the soft and imperfect kind in summer ; but in winter they doubt-

less take some vegetable food. Their essential form may be charac-

terized thus :
—

Bill short, strong, conico-compressed, with broad rounded ridges
and vertical sides ; the culmen and commissure entirely arched

; the

tips equal, obtuse, and entire. Nostrils circular, unfossed, furnished

with a membranous raised edge all round, and concealed by incum-
bent setaceous plumuli. Rictus provided with a close series of short

bristles. Wings short, feeble, almost entirely rounded ; the 6th, 7th

and 8th quills usually equal and longest. Tail slightly elongated,

rounded, consisting of twelve broad simple plumes. Feet very large
and strong, yet not typically ambulator}'-. Tarsi elevate, nearly or

quite smooth, exceeding much the central toe and nail. Toes me-

dial, unequal; fores basally connected, and outer lateral considerably

longer than the inner. Hind- toe large, depressed, exceeding the

outer fore, and with its large nail reaching to the middle of the cen-

tral toe and nail. Nails simple, large, scarcely so acute or so curved

as in Crypsirince.

Habitat, the northern region close to the perpetual snows.

Type, Conostoma CEmodius, Nob. new.

Spec. Char. —Conostoma with head, neck and body above dull olive-

brown, clearest on the secondary alars ; below paler, and passing
into sordid slaty blue, which forms everywhere the interior colour

of the plumage. Iris brownish. Bill dull orange. Legs slaty gray.
Sexes alike. Bill to tail 11| inches ; bill J ; tail 4J ; tarsus l\jr.

Central toe and nail 1-^ ; hind- toe and nail 1^. Weight 3£ oz.
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Mr. Henry Denny, the author of the valuable work on British

Anoplura noticed in our last number, is desirous of being assisted in

his further investigation of the subject, by being furnished with spe-
cimens of foreign Lice. He is also anxious to obtain specimens of

Intestinal Worms, as he is collecting materials for a Manual of Bri-

tish Entozoa. In a note which we have received from him he re-

marks :
—"

If persons possessing specimens of any of these animals

obtained from British fishes, quadrupeds or birds, &c, would send

me word what they had, I should know whether it would be neces-

sary to forward them for drawing. They can be easily sent by
letter; and it is not from recent 'birds, &c. alone that they are to be

procured, but upon skins sent from abroad ; they may frequently be

obtained, sticking to the feathers either under the wings or at the

base of the beak : any of these, I need scarce say, would be of great
service to me ; each, however, must have the name of the bird, &c.

put upon the pill-box or scrap of paper in which they are placed."

METEOROLOGICALOBSERVATIONSFORJULY 1842.

Chiswick. —July 1 . Heavy rain : fine. 2, 3. Very fine. 4. Densely overcast.

5. Dry and windy: showery : clear and fine. 6. Very fine. 7. Overcast : rain.

8. Cloudy: heavy rain at night. 9—11. Fine. 12—14. Cloudy and fine.

15. Fine: dry haze. 16. Dry and clear. 17. Slight haze. 18. Sultry. 19.

Slight rain. 20. Fine: showery. 21. Densely overcast. 22,23. Very fine.

24. Cloudless and hot. 25, 26. Very fine. 27. Slight rain in the morning :

lightly overcast and fine. 28. Thunder-storm early in the morning, most violent

between five and six a.m. : sultry : cloudy and fine. 29. Densely clouded : clear

at night. 30. Cloudy : fine. 31. Cloudy and fine : clear at night.
Boston. —July 1. Rain : rain early a.m. 2. Fine : stormy, with rain, thunder

and lightning p.m. 3. Fine : rain p. m. 4. Cloudy. 5. Stormy. 6. Windy.
7. Fine. 8. Fine: rain p.m. 9—12. Fine. 13. Cloudy: three o'clock ther-

mometer 76°. 14—16. Fine. 17. Cloudy. 18. Fine. 19. Cloudy. 20, 21.

Cloudy : rain early a.m. 22. Cloudy : rain p.m. 23. Cloudy. 24. Fine : twelve

o'clock thermometer 78°. 25. Cloudy. 26. Fine. 27. Fine: rain p.m.

28. Fine. 29. Cloudy: rain early a.m. 30. Windy. 31. Cloudy.
Sandwick Manse, Orkney. —July 1, 2. Cloudy. 3. Cloudy: clear. 4. Cloudy:

rain. 5. Cloudy: showers. 6. Cloudy. 7. Clear: cloudy. 8. Rain: fine. 9. Bright:
drops. 10. Bright. 11* Cloudy : rain. 12. Bright and warm. 13. Damp:
showers. 14. Showers. 15. Cloudy : drizzle. 16. Clear. 17. Clear: cloudy.
18. Bright: cloudy. 19. Clear: cloudy. 20. Clear: fog. 21 —23. Cloudy.
24. Cloudy : damp. 25. Cloudy. 26, 27. Bright. 28. Showers. 29. Cloudy.
30,31. Cloudy: damp.

Applegartli Manse, Dumfries-shire.
—

July 1. Showers. 2. Wet nearly all day.

3,4. Showery. 5. Rain and wind. 6. Fair and fine. 7—11. Heavy showers.

12. Fair and fine. 13. Showery. 14. Fair and fine. 15. Very fine. 16. Very
fine: thunder. 17. Very fine, but cloudy. 18. Showers. 19—21. Fair and
fine. 22—24. Very fine. 25. Very fine : sultry. 26. Very fine : cloudy. 27.

Cool and cloudy. 28. Cool but fine. 29. Cloudy and threatening. 30,31.

Very fine.

Sun shone out 30 days. Rain fell 12 days. Thunder 1.

Wind North-north-east 1 day. North-east 2 days. East 4 days. South-east

1 day. South-south-east 1 day. South 4 days. South-west 1 day. West-south-

west 2 days. West 9 days. West- north-west 1 day. North-west 3 days. North-

north-west 2 days.
Calm 15 days. Moderate 8 days. Brisk 6 days. Strong breeze 3 days. Boiste-

rous 1 day.
Mean temperature of the month 56°'95

Mean temperature of July 1841 54*35
Mean temperature of spring-water 50


